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Foreword 
 
 
 

JUPITER-A high throughput microwave digestion/extraction/synthesis workstation is a high-class 

microwave chemistry workstation newly launched by the company. It has the features as follows:  

 

1. It applies the world advanced fully closed anticorrosive super strength composite fiber 

(XTRA -FIBER)    

woven outer vessel under the support of patented vertical explosion over pressure relief 

structure, realizes authentic vertical explosion and can prevent any damage of transverse 

impact of a vessel to the chamber or any injury of such impact to the working personnel.  

2. It applies the most advanced piezoelectric crystal sensing technology to observing and 

controlling the 

internal pressure of digestion vessel, so samples are fully isolated from the outside during 

pressure measurement, as can avoid cross pollution of samples, moreover, provide high 

pressure measurement precision, guarantee safety and reliability, and simplify the operation.  

3. It succeeds domestic advanced non-impulse continuous microwave heating technology, 

perfectly realizes microwave power PID control according to the real time change of pressure 

and temperature, further, it can accurately control reaction parameters and displays the 

relationship between pressure and temperature as well as the change of such relationship 

during reaction, moreover, switch pressure-temperature curve for the operator’s observation 

and analysis at any moment.   

4. It applies a built-in bullet-proof PC all steel multilayer explosion proof chamber door under 

the support of automatic pop-up cushion chamber structure, greatly improving the safety of 

complete machine.  

5. The inner digestion vessel is made from TFM materials, and the high throughput technology 

can bear up to 12 high pressure reaction vessels at the same time for batch processing of 

samples.  

6. Jupiter-A has software & remote control system. The user-friendly software operation like a 

chemist, who help you complete various operations, providing customers with safe, scientific 

and convenient operation experience. 
 

This manual is the operation manual of high throughput microwave digestion/extraction/ 

synthesis workstation. We will quite appreciate your feedback for improvement of this 

workstation.  
                                
 

Shanghai Sineo Microwave Chemistry Technology Co., Ltd.                                       

January 2015 



 

 

Important Notes  
 

 The instrument is equipped with a grounded plug, which must be 

plugged in a properly grounded outlet.  

 It is for professional use only. Do not for conventional heating.  

 Don't open the housing of the reactor without manufacturer's permission 

to prevent microwave leakage.  

 Samples which contain fat, oil, liquor, nitroglycerine, aromatic compound, 

nitro aromatic compound etc. shall be pretreated to prevent vessel 

explosion.  

 Only polar material can absorb microwaves. Nonpolar substances will 

cause the equipment not heat up or hard to heat up. Therefore, please 

make sure there is polar substance in reaction reagent, or else it may 

cause the magnetrons sparking, burning out the reactor. For electrolysis 

constant of polar substances, please refer to "polarity table of common 

organic solvents".  

 Reference values of sample's sampling weight are 50mg for unknown 

sample, 100mg for organic sample and 500mg for inorganic sample.  

 Never use perchloric acid and sulfuric acid alone. They are suggested to 

be used together with other acid. 

 Sample category, weight and reagent volume shall be consistent for each 

batch of sample digestion / extraction.  
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I. Introduction of the Device 

1.  Main parameters  
Supply voltage: ～220V，50Hz  (only 230V operation) 

Rated power: 2,200W 

Microwave output frequency conversion power: 0 to 1,200W 

Microwave frequency: 2,450±45 MHz 

Dimensions: length × width × height = 450×600×620 mm 

Net weight: 42 Kg 

2.  Working conditions 

        1)  Operating temperature: 5 to 35 ℃ 

2)  Relative humidity: less than 60% 

3)  The operating environment shall be well ventilated and free of external corrosive harmful 

gases, external strong magnetic field or solar irradiation, etc.   

4)  Power plug must be properly grounded. 

3.  Tool box 

 

                               Fig. 1   

 
① Temperature pressure junction box: to send temperature / pressure signals of the master vessel to the control            

system  

② Temperature sensor: to measure temperature of the master vessel  

③ Metal wrench: to zero pressure of the master vessel  

④ Plastic wrench: to screw off the safety bolt when open vessel (apply to the conditions that have corrosive gas)  

⑤ Seal cover expander: to expand the seal cover  

⑥ Punch plate: to punch the inner vessel cup from the outer vessel  

⑦ Setting rod: to protect or repair the temperature sensor tube of the master vessel seal cover  

⑧ Torque wrench: to seal the reaction vessels 
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II. Installation  
 

 
Fig. 2 

①Mechanical Control Lock  ②Power Switch  ③10A Fuse  ④5A Fuse  ⑤Power Socket 

 

1.  Unpack the device, take it out carefully, and place it in a ventilation cabinet or on a clean chemistry 

work bench in the sample preparation room with exhaust ventilation;      

2.  Press the mechanical control lock (on the right top side of the device, Fig.2) to open the chamber 

door. Take out the tool box, exhaust hose, power line and others;  

3. Plug the joint of exhaust hose to air outlet on the left back side of the device (if the instrument is 

placed in ventilated chamber, the exhaust duct is not necessarily to be installed) as shown in Fig.3 

and then put the other end of the exhaust duct into the ventilated chamber.  

NOTE: Avoid bending of the exhaust duct so as to maximize the cooling effect to 

prevent the instrument from damage.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                      Fig. 3 

4.  Insert the plug into the socket on the right lower side of the main unit (Fig. 2), and then connect the 

power cord to a 230 Volt outlet;  

5.  Press the "Power" button underneath the front instrument, you will see the screen displayed as 

shown in Fig.4 (at lower right corner is the version No.) and then it enters the "SCHEME 

SELECTION" interface (Fig.5), when the instrument gets into standby state.  
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Notice: The warming–up period of the device is 30 min.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Fig. 4                                  Fig. 5 

6.  Open the tool box and take out the temperature/pressure sensor junction box (Fig.1-①); 

7.  Face the notch on nine-pin plug of the temperature/pressure sensor junction toward you, and fix it 

onto the nine-pin socket fully. Use a mirror to view the pins; 

8.  Screw the fixing nut of junction box onto the nine-pin socket properly (Fig. 6);   

 

                               
Fig. 6  
 

Notice: The temperature or pressure value may be unstable, or even flip and become 

uncontrollable if the nine-pin plug is not fully inserted or the fixing nut isn’t screwed 

on well. 
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III. General Description and Operation Instruction of Vessels  

(I)  Structure of the carousel rotor frame 

1. Applies to heat 1 to 12 reaction vessels in a run.  

2. Consists of:  
①Pressure sensor cable plug  

②Safety bolt of standard vessel  

③Safety bolt of master vessel  

④Metal bar of the vessel frame  

⑤Piezoelectric crystal sensor  

⑥Locator of the reaction vessel  

⑦Locating arrow for pulling out the carousel rotor  

⑧Universal wheel 

⑨Upper and base plates of the frame 

 

(II)  Technical parameters  

Max. Sustained temperature: room temperature to 250℃, suggest to work below 210 ℃ for long 

operation time. 

Max. Sustained pressure: 5MPa (725psi), suggest to work below 3MPa (435psi) for long operation time. 

Volume: 100ml  

The protection outer vessel of the reaction vessel is high-temperature and high-pressure resistant. It is 

coated with anti-corrosive material, thus, it shall be non-scratching.  

The safety bolt is used to tightened the seal cover under normal working pressure and play in security 

protection when overpressure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 
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(III)  Installation of vessels  
1. Structure of master digestion vessel 

 

Fig. 8 
①Master vessel assembly     

②Outer vessel     

③Inner vessel (sample dissolving cup)  

④Seal cover with temperature measuring tube. 

Assembly: Insert the master vessel seal cover ④ into the sample dissolving cup ③, and then put it into 

the protective outer vessel ②. 

NOTE: If the master vessel is found to be leaked, the seal cover's edge film shall be expanded 

by expander to enhance its integrity.  

 
 

2. Structure of standard digestion vessel 
 

 

Fig. 9 
①Standard vessel assembly   ②Outer vessel   ③Inner vessel (sample dissolving cup)  ④Seal cover  

 

Assembly: Insert the seal cover ④ into the sample dissolving cup ③, and then put it into the protective 
outer vessel ② to compose the standard reaction vessel assembly. 
 

NOTE: If the standard vessel is found to be leaked, the seal cover's edge film shall be 

expanded by expander to enhance its integrity.  
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(IV)  Assembly of reaction carousel rotor 
 

 
Fig. 10 

 
1.  Locate the master vessel onto the master position of the carousel rotor.  

2. Screw the safety bolt by hand to tightly press the seal cover. 

3.  Insert the temperature probe through the hole of the master safety bolt to the bottom of the 

temperature measuring tube. 

4.  Locate all standard vessels one by one to the frame and tighten their safety bolts to tightly press the 

seal cover in the same way. 

5.  Tighten the safety bolts of standard vessels one by one by the torque wrench (Fig.1 “⑧”) until a 

“clicking” sound is heard.  
 

CAUTION 

1.  The toque wrench has been adjusted to “4N” when delivered. Don’t change it by 

yourself to avoid the damage of the safety bolt. 

2.  Stop immediately tightening the safety bolt when hearing the “clicking” sound. 
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(V)  Operation instruction of rotor 

    

Fig. 11 
 

1. Lift the assembled reaction carousel rotor by hand. Do make sure that the arrow  on the upper 
plate of the rotor pointing straight ahead (Fig.11) and the universal wheel under the base plate rest 
on the chamber. 

2. Push the rotor inward to the bottom. Turn it slightly to let the rotor automatically rest on the 
rotating shaft. 

 

△! E ACAUTION: 

IMPORTANT!! Always turn the carrousel by pressing “Turn” key.  Do not turn the carousel by 

hand, It will damage the turntable rotor underneath.  
 
3. Hold pressure/temperature sensor plugs, align the red points on the plugs with those on the 

temperature/pressure junction box, and insert them into the junction box till a “click” sound being 
heard. Double check the connection is thorough and firm.  

 
Fig. 12 

   

CAUTION: 

1) Do not turn the carousel by hand, It will damage the turntable rotor underneath.  

2) The device will not run unless both of the two plugs being inserted.  

3) If they are not thoroughly inserted, temperature and pressure values may display unstably or 

being fluctuated during operation and in consequence the instrument can’t be operating 
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normally. 

4) The “Red point” marks on the two-pin plug and the five-pin plug shall aim at the “Red point” 

positions of relevant sockets respectively when the two plugs are inserted. 

5) Must hold the plugs (the movable part) of the cable when disconnect and pull out from the 

junction box. NEVER pull the cable directly. 

6) When no temperature values are displayed after the two-pin plug has been connected, the 

temperature sensor may not be inserted properly or they might have faults. When the 

pressure value isn’t displayed after the five-pin plug has been connected, the pressure 

sensor may not be inserted properly or they might have faults. 

 

 

 

IV. Operation Procedure 

 
 

Fig. 13 The Operation Panel 
 
“Data”:To check data                          “Insert”:To insert data 
“Pause”:To pause the program                   “Turn”:To turn the turntable   
“Delete”:To delete the data              “Enter”:To enter 
“Return”:To return 

  To stop the program       To start the run 
 
 

(I)  Language selection  

In the "SCHEME SELECTION" interface (press the "Return" key if the current interface is not 

"SCHEME SELECTION"), press "Data" button to enter the next selection screen, select "English" by 

using up and down arrow keys and the right arrow key to shift the language between Chinese and 

English and then press "Return" key to exit the interface to complete the language selection operation.  
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Fig. 14  

 

 

(II)  Date and time setting  

Press the "Data" button in the "SCHEME SELECTION" interface (press "Return" if the current 

interface is not the "SCHEME SELECTION") to enter the screen as shown in Fig.13:  

 

 
Fig. 15  

 

Select "Date" by up and down arrow keys and then press "Enter" to enter the following screen: 

  

 
Fig. 16  

 

Type in the current time by numerical key and left and right arrow keys, press "Enter" button to save 

the setting, and then click the " Return" button to complete the date and time setting operation.  
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(III)  Program Settings  

1. In the “SCHEME SELECTION” interface, type in the program number and the required quantity of 

the vessels for the reaction by numerical key and left and right arrow keys.  

 
                         Fig. 17  

Press "Enter" button to get into the interface as shown in Fig.18,  

                           

Fig. 18  

 

Press the “ ” down arrow key to enter the following screen:  

 
Fig. 19  

Use the left and right arrow keys and number keys to set “Temperature”-T（℃）、“Rise Time”

-t1（min）and “Hold Time”-t2（min). If need to carry out the second step, press "Insert" button 

to set up parameters as above, and you also can use "Delete" button to cancel the current step if it is 

not needed. When complete setting, click the "Enter" button to save the parameters. 
 

 

Reminder:  
Heating rate is related to the quantity of vessels, target temperature and 

rise time. It is not recommended to set the rise time too short. Besides, as 
considering the nature of the reactants, it is better to reach the target 
temperature by several work steps.  

Scheme No. # of Vessels 
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Remark:  

a. If the required temperature is above 130℃, the value in the first step is suggested to be 

set at 130 ℃ ; for unknown sample or sample containing more organic matter, 

temperature rise in each step shall be within 20℃, or else it will cause the sample 

severe reaction. Temperature rise for inorganic sample may be set at about 30℃; rise 

time (target temperature minus initial temperature) / heating rate; generally the heating 

rate is suggested to be at 15℃～20℃/min. 

b. If the temperature rise is too large, rise time shall be extended to prevent the result that   

when the rise time is ended, temperature still not rise to the preset value;  

c. Samples in each batch of vessels shall be the same category except the blank sample for 

comparison; Total volume of the sample quantity and the solvent amount added in each 

vessel shall be at 8～30ml.     

d. As the nature of sample and digestion solvent are different, the temperature and 

pressure values created under the same microwave power also vary. Therefore, if the 

temperature or pressure value in operation is found not up to the preset value, the 

operator shall extent the rise time timely depend on the actual condition.   

e. During the reaction, operators shall watch the temperature changes frequently. If find 

heating rate slows down suddenly, stops rising or even drops down on the same 

condition that the microwave power still keeps at its high position, it indicates that the 

control vessel is leaking, when the operator shall stop it running and check it quickly, or 

it will cause the equipment chamber heated, burning out the magnetron, master control 

vessel and other reaction vessels (for details, please refer to "VI. Common failures and 

troubleshooting 5”).  
 
2、 Press "Enter" button to enter the next interface as shown in Fig.20:  

 

Fig. 20  
◆ “No.”: Current program number  

◆ “S-state”: status bar. There are four status displayed by icons, namely Stop, Pause, Rise and 

Hold.  

◆ “t-m:s”: Countdown of current running rise time or hold time. When rise time ends, it displays 

hold time.   

◆ “T-℃”: current actual temperature.  
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◆ “P-MPa”: current actual pressure.  

◆ Lower left lists the work step bar (it shows the current running step when the instrument is in 

operation).  

◆ Lower right displays the current running curve graph, in which the horizontal ordinate 

represents time, the vertical coordinates represent temperature (red), pressure (blue) and 

power (grey).  
 
3、  Sample digestion operation  
   

1) Important!  

Zero pressure adjustment: (press the “Turn” button to turn the master control vessel into your front 

to ease the operation), press the "Data" button, you will see “-.9”～”+.9” displayed in the "P-MPa" 

bar (if it shows "Err", refer to "VI. Common failures and troubleshooting 2"), then fit the head of the 

small wrench into the hexagon bolt of the master control vessel's safety bolt to tighten or loose it 

until the pressure value goes to "0.0".  
 
CAUTION: Operation of zero pressure adjustment shall be done before each reaction, or the 
pressure value will be deviated.  

2) Select a suitable program and closed the door, press “Run” button and the machine will start;  

NOTE: In operation, operators are suggested to stay and observe the temperature rise 

property in the first work step carefully, especially shall pay close attention to the 

temperature changes within the range of 120℃-140℃. If the temperature is rising 

normally during this range, it means the master control vessel is in well closed and 

working properly; if the temperature rising slows down, stops or drops down, it 

means the master control vessel is leaking and it shall be stopped for treatment. 

3) If need to change the current running temperature or time during operation, you may press the 

"Pause" button and use arrow keys and number keys to retype in the new temperature or time value, 

then click "Enter" button to confirm the settings and then press the run key;  

NOTE:  
a. It is normal when temperature and pressure fluctuate in the first few seconds after changes of 

the parameter.  

b. Such changes will not be saved in the program.  

c. If the temperature doesn't rise to the preset value within the given rise time, the instrument will 

send out an alarm beep and the procedure will extend the rise time one minute (the extended 

time will be displayed in red font). If the temperature still fails to rise to the preset value after 

this extension, the equipment will again send out alarm and stop running, when the screen 

shows "work step setting failure." Refer to "VI. Common failures and troubleshooting 4“ to 

solve it. 

 
4、 Cooling 
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The cooling fan will continue to run after the digestion process and when the temperature in the 

reaction vessel drops to 100℃, the instrument will emit a beep, when one can open the door. However, 

at this point, the cooling fan will still run for 4min. (If you want to stop it, press the “stop” button to 

stop the fan). And then: 

1) Open the chamber door by the mechanical lock on the top of the machine. 

2) Press “Turn” and stop it immediately when the locating arrow   on the base plate of the rotor turns 

in between of the two small red dots on the bottom chamber plate (Fig. 21 & Fig. 22); 

       
       Fig. 21                            Fig. 22 

3) Hold the temperature pressure connector by one hand, and the middle patterned section of the plug 

by the other hand to pull out the plug smoothly. 

4) Raise the front part of the carousel rotor slightly and then pull the carousel rotor out. 

NOTE: Rotor can be pulled out smoothly as long as the locating arrow stops between 
the two small red dots. 

IMPORTANT! Do not turn the carousel by hand as it will damage the turntable 
rotor. 

5) Move the carousel rotor to the fume hood to continue cooling. 

6) (If the master vessel’s temperature has dropped to 60℃, skip this step) pull the temperature sensor 

out and at the same time insert the setting rod to prevent the temperature tube from distortion. 

NOTE: Failure of inserting the setting rod immediately after pulling out the temperature 
probe will cause the shrinkage of the temperature measuring tube. 

7) Cover the protective casing on the temperature / pressure plug respectively to avoid corrosion by 

acid mist to extend its service life. 

 
5、 Opening of the vessels (take proper protective measures in this step) 

 When the reaction vessels are cooled down to lower than 60℃ in the fume hood, then 

1) Screw off the safety bolt by the plastic wrench and raise it to the height where can take out the 

digestion vessel. 

NOTE: Don’t use torque wrench when to unscrew the safety bolt in case that the metal 
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part of the wrench be corroded by acid mist. 
2) Take out the reaction vessel from the frame. 

3) Use punch plate (Fig.1-⑥) to eject the sample dissolving cup. 

4) Pull out sample dissolving cup covers one by one in the fume hood and then use washing bottle to 

wash the residual droplet on the seal cover to the inner vessel. 

5) Transfer sample solution for test. 
 

 

(V)  Historical data 
 

 

 

 

 

In the "SCHEME SELECTION" interface (press the "Return" key if the current interface is not 
"SCHEME SELECTION"), press the "Data" button to enter the next selection screen, select "History" 
by using up and down arrow keys and then press "Enter" button to enter the screen as shown in Fig.23:  
 

 
Fig. 23  

 

 

Fig. 24  

 

 

 

 

NOTE:  
The instrument will automatically save 16 data in the historical data and will clear these data to 

restart saving when user enters data in the seventeenth time.  
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Use left and right arrow keys to shift the display of the saved historical data.  

Illustration of the "File No." bar:  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 25  

If you want to clear the historical data, just click the "Delete" button. Press "Return" key if you 
want to exit the current interface. 
NOTE: Data will never be recovered once deleted. Think carefully before click the 

“Delete” button. 
   
 

V. Maintenance of the Device 

1.  After use, the inner wall of chamber shall be wiped by a wet towel and aired for later use. 

2.  If the main unit will not be used for a long time, do not keep it in the ventilation cabinet, 

otherwise it may be damaged by corrosion. It should be electrified and maintained regularly.  

3.  Extended care should be given to temperature/pressure junction box and sensor plugs.  

     ①Wipe the temperature/pressure junction box by clean cloth and keep it in a place free of    

           acid gas. 

     ②Place the corrosion resistant protector onto the plugs to extend the service life. 

4. If the tube of seal cover for temperature measuring deforms, it can be heated by boiled water or 

air blower to soften the surface, meanwhile insert the protective rod slowly and pull out after 

the tube cooled. This can help to an immediate restoration. But a broken tube must be replaced 

5.  Clean the dustproof filter net monthly：①Pull out the frame as directed by arrow (Fig.26）；

②Rinse out with water and install back after thoroughly dry.  

 NOTE: The screen material is soft. Hold the frame while cleaning. Don’t press or 

squeeze the net while washing. If the net becomes deformed, it will affect the 

dustproof function. 
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 Fig.26 

 

 

 

VI. Trouble Shooting Guide 
No. Phenomena Cause Solution 

1 
After pressing “ ”, the 
screen shows “Please Close 
the door” 

①The chamber door is 
not closed in 
position properly.  

②The door is opened 
during the operation 

①Reopen and reclose the door. Then press 
“Run”. 
②Please do not open the door during the 
experiment, if need to do so, please press 
“Pause” or “stop” first. 

2 
During the pressure 
calibration, screen shows 
“+.9” and “Err” 

①Junction box is not 
correctly connected 
②Pressure sensor in the 

master vessel is 
broken. 

③Software error 

①To connect the junction box properly 
again. 

②Refer to “Appendix I. Pressure 
calibration”, Please change it if it is 
broken. 

③Refer to “Appendix I. Pressure 
calibration” to do the calibration a second 
time. 

3 

The figures of displayed 
temperature or pressure 
value fluctuate after startup 
of instrument or during 
operation. 

Temperature and 
pressure signals are 
affected by high 
frequency 
electromagnetic 
interference 

Press “Pause” and open the door: 
①If the temperature value fluctuates, check 

the connection of 2-pin plug on 
temperature / pressure sensor junction box. 

②If the pressure value fluctuates, check the 
connection of 5-pin plug on temperature/ 
pressure sensor junction box. 

③Check the connection of temperature / 
pressure sensor junction box to be tight or 
the fixing nut has been screwed tight. 

 

4    Screen shows “work step 
setting failure” 

The range of 
temperature rise is too 
wide while heating time 
is too short. So the 
temperature can not 
reach the preset value in 
certain period of time. 

Press “Return” to reset the program by 

extending the heating time. 
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5 

During operation, if the 
temperature (pressure) rise 
suddenly slows down, stops 
or even drops.  

The master vessel might 
be leaking. 

Press “ ” to immediately stop the running. 
Open the chamber door after the 
temperature drops below 60℃. Take the 
master vessel out to examine whether the 
seal cover is damaged or is well matched. 
In case of being damaged, replace it; and 
in case of not matching, use the expander 
of seal cover to expand it fully for further 
use;  

6 During operation, screen 
shows “heating up failure”. 

①The solvent can not 
absorb microwave 
effectively, so that 
the temperature rises 
very slow. 

②The safety bolt in the 
master vessel is 
broken. 

③The 10 A fuse is 
burnt 

①Press “Stop” to take out the vessel after 
the temperature drops below 100℃, change 
the reaction solution that has a higher 
polarity to absorb the microwave.  
②Change the safety bolt of the master 

vessel. 
③Change the 10 A fuse. 

 

7 
During operation, screen 
shows “Temp. Holding 
failure”. 

In the holding time, the 
temperature drops 
10 ℃ then the notice 
will appear. 
①The master vessel 

might be leaking. 
②No microwave. 

①Do as Trouble Shooting 5. 
②To do a test microwave heating 8 ml water 
with the same reaction program. If 
temperature does not rise, means the 
magnetron is broken and need replacement. 

8 During operation, screen 
shows “Thermostat failure”. 

The sample or solvent 
does not absorb 
microwave effectively, 
that makes the 
magnetron over heated. 

Change the reaction component. 

9 

During operation, screen 
shows “temperature sensor 
failure” or “pressure sensor 
failure” 

Sensor failure 

①Reconnected the temperature / pressure 
sensor. 

②Change a new temperature sensor or a 
master vessel 

10 
During operation, screen 
shows “No. 1 fan failure” or 
“No. 2 fan failure” 

Fan failure Contact manufactory for guidance 

11 The screen is black and the 
light in the cavity is off The 5A fuse is burnt Change the 5 A fuse. 

12 Operation appears normal 
but no heat Verify AC voltage Ensure 230 Volt power ≥ 20Amp outlet 
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VII. Vessel Cleaning 

1. Soak the vessels in dilute （10%-15%）nitric acid overnight. (temperature measuring seal cover 

can’t be soaked.)  

2. When cleaning, attention shall be paid to the matters as follows: 

1)  The seal cover of main control vessel has temperature measuring tube, so NO water shall enter 

into the tube, otherwise the temperature sensor will be damaged; 

2)   The seal cover is thin and prone to deformation and crack, so it must be cleaned carefully. If 

any slight deformation, expand the seal cover expanding tool for restoration; if there’s any 

crack, replace it immediately. 

3. Microwave cleaning with acid: add certain amount of concentrated nitric acid (about 8ml) to 

the sample dissolving cups that need to be cleaned, assemble the vessels as required and put 

them into the instrument. Select Microwave Digestion (temperature control) method with the 

setting of 120℃，10min and 800W. The time and power can be adjusted according to the 

number of vessels. 
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Appendix I. Pressure calibration  
NOTE:  

a. The pressure has been calibrated when leave factory;  

b. Please contact the manufacturer for assistance if you have changed another type of vessel frame 

other than the 12-vessel carousel rotor. 

1. Fill 30ml tap water into the dissolving cup of the master control vessel (be sure the temperature of 

the master control vessel is under the condition of room temperature) and install the vessel refer to 

P4 "Installation of the master control vessel";  

2.  Put the assembled main vessel on the main control position and then connect the pressure sensor 

and temperature probe;  

3. In the "SCHEME SELECTION" interface (press the "Return" key if the current interface is not 

"SCHEME SELECTION"), press "Date" button to enter the next selection screen, select "Pressure"  

using arrow keys and press "Enter" button to enter the following screen:  

 

 
 

4. Enter password and press “Enter” to get into the following interface:  
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NOTE: The current initial values of different pressure sensors are not the same, which are not all 0.  

5. Remember this current initial value and then fit the head of the small wrench into the hexagon bolt 

of the master control vessel's safety bolt to tighten or loose it until the current value becomes the 

sum of "the initial value + 650,"  for example, if the initial value is 10, the new current value will 

be adjusted to 660.  

6. Close the door and press the run button, when the procedures of pressure calibration start running 

automatically.   

7. When the procedures of pressure calibration completed, the screen will return to the “SCHEME 

SELECTION” interface automatically. Press the "Enter" key twice to get into the ready-to-run 

interface. Open the door when the temperature drops down to 100℃ to take out the master control 

vessel.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A△!E A Any problem occurs, please contact the manufacturer! 

Email:  marketing@sineo.cn 

        tech@sineo.cn  
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